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Foreword by the Chair 
 

The Board of CRJI worked through another uncertain year by 
acting strategically in the areas in which they had a degree of 
control combined with looking on in frustration at the things 
beyond their control. Political deadlock, uncertain funding 
arrangements and unmanaged expectations all took their toll 
during the year with goodwill and voluntarism often seeing us 
through. 
 
Working with minimum resources and relying on our the character and determination of 
our people is nothing new for CRJI and this year it has been exemplified via leadership and 
dedication in places such as our Newry and South Armagh office which has acted as typical 
example of doing more with less. The Board of CRJI has had to make difficult decisions in the 
last eighteen months and as a result we have retrenched in terms of head office location, 
cut back on costly public events, put restrictions on capital spends and focus on doing what 
we do best for less. The net result of this combined with our reputation for excellence has 
meant that other bodies, statutory and voluntary alike now look to us to see how to operate 
in such austere times and still produce results and our results speak for themselves. Our 
level of accreditation and our highly trained and educated staff and volunteers mean that 
we are fast becoming the “go to” organisation and high profile work with the probation 
service, the health trusts and Government Departments ensures that we deliver on our 
promises. 
 
This year we hope to extend our work in schools to a substantive pilot in the Newry, south 
Down and south Armagh area, we hope to get a piece of substantive research under way, 
we also would like to extend our successful probation pilot work, continue our work with 
Alternatives NI and the CARE project and of course extend our working partnerships with 
PSNI and NIHE.CRJI has proven its worth and demonstrated its capacity for adding value 
where others struggle and this is because we offer a unique service whether it is with the 
young, members of the travelling community, ex-offenders, victims, witnesses or whoever 
requires our assistance without having to worry about things such as office hours or talking 
with people who are unfamiliar with the community. 
 
The Board of CRJI has once again been refreshed and this has brought a new energy to the 
team and the strategic direction of the organisation. We look forward as usual to the 
incoming year having learned lessons from the outgoing.  Shortly after joining our Board 
new members soon realise some key facts, namely - we help, we restore relationships, we 
add value, we make communities safer, we make the difference. 
 
Finally and most importantly on behalf of the Board a word of thanks to all of our staff and 
volunteers for their continued high quality work and dedication and I think it speaks 
volumes that others look to you to see what the benchmark now is for quality service 
delivery, record keeping and added value so to all our sincere thanks. 
 
Mark McAllister – CRJI Chair 
 



2015/2016 Workplan Updates 
 

1 Education Strategy The Education Sub Group is beginning to develop plans for large 
restorative schools pilot project in the Newry/South Armagh and South Down Region. 
Discussions will begin with the Department Of Education in the coming year with a view to 
rolling the pilot out. A delegation from CRJI will meet with minister in the coming months. 
 
2 Research Strategies CRJI continues to support national and international research in the 
field of restorative justice. This year we await new research areas to determine whether the 
research will be mutually beneficial to both academic institutions and CRJI. Subject to the 
demands of staff time, continue to facilitate researchers (both established academics and 
post-graduate students) who are interested in our work. Where appropriate, participate in 
local, national and international research projects which are of relevance to the organisation 
– both as a means of improving our own policy and practice but also as a potential revenue 
stream for the organisation.  
 
3 PSNI Strategy/Justice Agency As a work in progress our engagement with PSNI is 
predicated on pockets of sound good practice within various stations and individual officers 
at operational and mid-rank level. In addition we have an on-going relationship with PSNI at 
a very senior level working on issues such as revisiting the much maligned protocols and 
attempting to get momentum into the “roundtable” initiative. Given the current financial 
climate this work continues on an ad hoc basis but the aims of the long term strategy have 
yet to be realised. 
 
4 Housing Based Strategy The moratorium put on the much discussed demise of the NIHE 
has meant that there has been a knock impact on other CRJI strategies such as engagement 
with local government and lobbying of political parties. Our work continues on an “as you 
were” basis with CRJI dealing with the large housing associations on a project to project 
basis.  
 
5 Probation Strategy  The Newry and South Armagh Pilot Project has proved to date to be 
one of the success stories of the year for CRJI and it is hoped that upon review this pilot 
project will be rolled out in other areas.  
 
6 Corporate Arm & CRJI Training Provision Strategy An austerity based funding 
environment has meant that putting money into an area to make money in order to secure 
the financial future of CRJI has become increasingly difficult. Many of our plans have been 
put into abeyance until the Board of CRJI conducts a financial risk assessment that 
determines it is appropriate to invest and develop a social enterprise based system to 
generate income. We continue to seek funding from sources such as Peace 4 with a view to 
trying to develop the training arm of the organisation in order to generate income and 
become self-sustaining. 
 
7 Youth Strategy Some more of our well established success stories continue to be lauded 
for their great work, in particular the on-going work with the Family Support Hub and the 
WAYS project. During this year a fresh appeal to sustain funding for the WAYS project will be 
made by CRJI and NIAs with a view to sustaining a project that has been tried and tested.  



The Family Support Hub continues to be a successful project and continues to be monitored 
on a monthly basis.  The project will hopefully be extended into March 2017. 
 
8 Communication Strategy Our internal governance and communication protocols continue 
to adhere to IIP related standards and it is an area where there has been a great deal of 
delegated responsibility given the loss of a centralised approach due to financial constraints. 
Our external communications reach a vast audience of a diverse nature and this is assisted 
through our working partnerships and our electronic and social media outputs. 
 
9 Travelling Community Strategy This work continues unabated behind the scenes and is 
kept deliberately low profile to respect the needs of our clients. In recent times a 10 week 
clinic has operated on a traveller’s site and we await feedback on the outcomes of the clinic. 
 
10 Staff Engagement & Development Strategy Staff are currently undergoing a diverse 
range of educational and development courses: Level 4 Diploma in Restorative Practice, 
Level 3 Award in Assessing Competence in the Work Environment, Level 4 Certificate in 
Leadership & Management and Understanding General Principles relating to Restorative 
Justice. CRJI has also increased it volunteer practitioner base which has had the effect of 
refreshing our bank of volunteers. Once again CRJI has been nominated for Department of 
Justice - Justice in the Community Awards – ‘Rewarding Justice Champions’ and we are 
hopeful that this will be successful. 
 
11 Partnership Working Strategy CRJI have completed a number of service level 
agreements and memorandum of understanding re: working partnerships. CRJI have 
increased its Board members and continue to work in partnership with statutory agencies, 
community and voluntary partners.  During the year we hope to increase the amount of 
partnerships we have in the community sector especially in the PUL community. 
 
12 Prison Strategy We will be attending the forthcoming Delivering Prison Reform event. 
The event is to mark the formal end of the prison reform programme and the next steps 
needed to continue the work to deliver transformational change across the prison system in 
the North. CRJI is supportive of growing restorative practice across a broad range of 
disciplines both inside the CJS and further afield. 
 
13 Fundraising Strategy The CRJI Funding Strategy Sub Group agreed that a funding strategy 
be written up for CRJI Offices. This includes Short/Medium and Long Term funding priorities 
of CRJI. CRJI have attended seminars to keep us abreast of the changes within the funding 
environment and the new processes involved in procurement and tendering. 
 
14 Policy Advising and Lobbying CRJI continued throughout the year to shape policy in the 
field of restorative practices via a combination of lobbying and taking a leadership role as 
part of the RJ working group. The fraught political environment has meant that a strategic 
approach to political lobbying has been difficult to achieve during the year as the associated 
uncertainty has meant that this continues on an ad hoc basis. 
 
 
Mark McAllister – CRJI Chair 



 

Directors Report 2015 
 
Community Restorative Justice Ireland is still a developing 
organisation as we look to provide services within our community.  
This year has seen new and exciting project work rolled out across the 
organisation, from education, family hubs through to community 
development work, particularly in Derry. The breadth of activity highlights the 
responsiveness of our work. Our staff and volunteer practitioners consistently go the extra 
mile on behalf of our community and we are always grateful of their efforts and we 
acknowledge that.  
 
Equally we remain committed to supporting the growth of restorative practice and are 
engaged in this on a cross community basis, it is important to live by the values on which 
restorative practice is built upon. Collaboration and cooperation are key cornerstones of 
these values. 
 

 
 
 
 
A key part of our work is the building of relationships across the statutory and community 
worlds in which we work, all of this is done to try and create safer communities, 
communities that are sometimes hard pressed through deep end criminal activity. It is vital 
that we stand up for and with communities who are collectively victimized and labelled 
through criminality, there is no other option. Our Deputy Director has highlighted the 
serious nature of the crimes our community is being exposed too; this is the sharp end of 
our work.  
 
We are just completing what we believe to have been a successful pilot project with PBNI 
that was situated in Newry, our staff, I believe have demonstrated the added value of 
working with the community in partnership. We look forward to the evaluation of this piece 
of work. 
 



On the developing framework in which we work, we look forward to positive steps around 
RJ strategy and government protocol. It is vital that we create the context for maximum 
cooperation and joined up working, the justice system in our view should be people friendly, 
be about problem solving, embracing the needs of victims, offenders and community. In 
short justice should be accessible, responsive and delivering for people. 
 
As ever, the issue of resources concerns us, at a time when communities are already hard 
pressed we again are looking into further cuts to already stretched budgets. This in turn will 
feed a negative agenda and ensure that services are put under more pressure; this is not 
good enough, communities and victims of crime demand better. This organisation believes 
in the correlation between crime, community and social inequality, it is communities who 
suffer the high levels of social deprivation that also experience the highest levels of crime. 
We have a duty to say this and lobby for increased resources focused and targeted at those 
in need. 
 
Another relatively new feature of our caseload is the number of community 
members/families presenting with severe issues around poverty, such as homelessness, 
financial matters, debt and hunger. Indeed we have seen the opening of two food banks in 
recent months, these are worrying signs.  
 
CRJI is a positive organisation; we stand on and by restorative values as a lens to examine 
criminality and ASB. We believe that these activities will not be punished away; rather we 
look to reparative solutions, the mending of damaged relationships as the way to travel.  
 
With all that said we look forward to the year ahead, aware of what needs to be done and 
willing to do our share of the work, but we are also putting out the challenge for our 
partners, the community and wider society to do your bit, as the Nigerian proverb goes, ”it 
takes a whole village to raise a child. 
 
Lastly, I would like to thank the CRJI Volunteer Practitioners, Staff, Board of Directors for all 
their support, hard work and the commitment they have given to CRJI over the last year.  
We also wish to thank our stakeholders, funders, working partners and to all those for 
making 2015 another successful year for CRJI. 
 
 
Harry Maguire – CRJI Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Deputy Directors Report 
 
2015 brought the same challenges that CRJI have become 
accustomed to dealing with on a daily basis.  Murder, rape, 
extortion,   shootings by appointment, threats, expulsions. The 
list is endless no one can dispute this. In all these cases we work 
closely with the relevant agencies “we do our duty”  
 
CRJI continue to push the boundaries but it comes at a cost, our staff are stretched to the 
limit working with little resources yet on call 24 hours a day seven days a week. Christmas 
Day, Boxing Day etc. every year, I say this cannot continue, one of these years I will be right. 
 
In 2013 I said that the number one item on my wish list would be for CRJI to get the proper 
recognition that it deserves from the Justice System. I said that I felt frustrated in terms of 
partnership working “we are not yet recognised as equals”. I went on to say that some 
organisations see us as competitors instead of a service that would complement their own 
programmes. 
 
Over two years has passed since then and I have to say that things have started to move in 
the right direction the Justice Department along with the PSNI have been instrumental in 
driving this forward.  
 
With the recent interest in adult restorative conferences - processes that CRJI – NIA have 
being doing daily for twenty years - I at last feel that they ‘the statutory world’ will have to 
acknowledge that they can learn from us. It is to this end that we have been working for this 
past number of years with our colleagues in A&M Communications and NIA to develop a 
Centre of Excellence.  Here we can deliver real Restorative Justice/ practises training, using 
all the skills and knowledge that we have collectively harnessed - working on the ground day 
and daily this cannot be acquired from a book. 
 
 
 
 



Congratulations to the three CRJI candidates who have been nominated for the Justice in 
the Community awards volunteer practitioner Liam Barr, Falls Coordinator Thomas Farrell 
and Inspector Peter Brannigan PSNI who has put his newly acquired assessors award to 
good use. 
 
This year has seen CRJI become the lead body (chair) of the Outer West Hub in Belfast. I 
think that we surprised a lot of people who may have questioned our appointment.  I said at 
the time that we should be “judged” at the end of the pilot and while the project is not 
completed the success of the Hub speaks for its self. The Staff need to be congratulated for 
their commitment as do Belfast Trust for the initiative. 
 
Our Project in the Colin area has been rehoused in our new purpose built office a building 
that through time CRJI will own. It is a great achievement and again the dedication shown by 
staff in the long term pursuit of this is amazing a special thank you must go to the Colin 
Neighbourhood Partnership who provided a huge donation which made all of this possible.  
 
All of our offices deserve recognition for the daily work that they do Newry and Armagh is 
completing sterling work not just with PBNI but also within schools. In Derry we are to the 
fore in community development, in Belfast we are leading the way in ensuring RJ remains 
high on the agenda of the Justice world. 
 
We continue to speak to those groups who carry out armed activates, we not only seek to 
end attacks on young people but end all armed actions by all groups -  CRJI will speak with 
anyone on any subject. Restorative Justice can be applied to all issues.  
 
Finally my thanks must go to all our Volunteer Practitioners who give up much more that 
their “spare” time to help their community they are the gel that holds all of this together.   
     
 
Jim McCarthy – CRJI Deputy Director 
   



Training – 2015 
 
2015 welcomed and solidified our working partnership with A&M 
Communications via the Time-Out Assessment Centre (TOAC). 
Time-Out Assessment Centre is an approved Assessment Centre 
managed by Dr Mary Magee & Ann Quinn M.A Ed.   
TOAC offers access to Work-based Assessment for a Range of 

Nationally Recognised Qualifications in community justice and youth justice services. 
The Assessment Centre provides : 

 training in underpinning knowledge for competence in practice 

 support for agencies to develop an infra-structure for work-based assessment  

 support for managers to assess learners within the agency and develop 
management skills 

 support for learners to provide evidence of knowledge and work-based 
competence  

 quality assurance to confirm Assessment Centre compliance with Awarding 
Organisation requirements. 
 

CRJIs focus for 2015 was to continue to build on staff/volunteer practitioner 
development by enrolling more staff to complete the following courses and to 
continue to train all staff to a level recognised and accepted by our funders and on 
par with UoU : 

Level 4 Diploma in Restorative: Staff completed the City & Guilds Level 4 Diploma in 
Restorative Practice and gained credits and certification for two additional units 
from Skills for Justice Awards. All staff completed formal training on knowledge, 
understanding and collation of evidence.  
Level 3 Award In Assessing Competence in the Workplace: Staff completed the 
Level 3 Assessors Award qualification – qualifying them to assess other staff 
members 
Level 4 Certification in Leadership & Management: Staff completed 
this level – these managers completed formal training on knowledge 
and understanding in management competence. 
Securing our Investors In People standard to 2018 also gave us pride, 
knowing that our commitment to staff development was paramount. 
To add to this we hope to secure funds/resources to complete our 
path to Gold with IIP. Also, securing the International Organisation 
for Standardization certification and the EFQM Excellence Model is a 
goal that if completed, would build our profile and would be 
testament to the excellent work we do. 
CRJI is a recognised centre with Open College Network Northern Ireland to deliver 
OCN NI Qualifications and Programmes to the wider community. We will continue to 
offer our courses to all who have an interest in restorative practices and will 
continue to develop our working partnerships to offer shared training and bringing 
our communities together to create a restorative and safe environment for all. 
 
Kate Pickering – Senior Management Team 



Wrap Around Youth Support (WAYS) 
 
2015 has been a great and exciting year for CRJI’s Youth team. The ongoing work of 
WAYS (Wrap Around Youth Support) continues and with additional funding towards 
the Youth and Family Support Programme; the team continues to support families 
and young people to make positive changes. 
 
The expansion of the youth programme means that the youth team are working 
citywide across Belfast in co-ordination with the Family Support Hubs to offer early 
intervention services to families and young people aged 13-17 years at a tier two 
level.  Whilst the WAYS project continues to work with at risk young people, social 
services and other agencies, providing intensive youth support.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study Example One; 

 

A 16 year old girl Tracy* was referred to Youth Support through a self-referral; as she suffered 

from anxiety, was socially isolated, had low self-esteem and had previously experienced 

bullying. A youth mentor worked with Tracy* in building her self-esteem, through art and 

participation in diversionary activities and talking through issues. Her mentor supported Tracy* 

in managing her anxiety more effectively, through journaling, looking at triggers and 

minimising the risk of these, utilising strategies and using breathing techniques. Eventually 

Tracy* began to attend a youth group, has made new friends and is confident and happy. 

 

Case Study Example Two; 

 

A 15 year old boy, Josh* was referred by social services to the WAYS project, because of 

substance misuse, risk taking and criminal behaviours resulting in community isolation. A 

youth mentor worked with Josh on addressing these issues through completing mentoring 

sessions in Woodlands and building a good rapport and working relationship. Activities 

included mind mapping, restorative approaches, drug awareness, direct and indirect 

mediations, contracting and goal setting, exploring past behaviours and consequences, etc. 

Josh’s* mentor liaised with other statutory agencies and continued to support Josh* when he 

was discharged from the juvenile justice centre. Since this Josh* has not been in conflict with 

the law and has made a lot of positive changes and taken on board harm reduction approaches. 



The Youth team also designed a project; “WAYS with Anger”, which focussed on how 
young people could manage their anger more effectively. This looked at raising 
young peoples’ self-awareness and knowledge of triggers, exploring anger as an 
emotion, finding ways to effectively communicate, work on conflict resolution skills, 
utilise strategies and tools to cope with anger as well as de-escalating techniques, 
etc. The group finished with a residential trip to Newcastle Greenhills YMCA, which 
was an activity and self-care weekend. This involved team building and 
communication exercises, such as high ropes challenges and a session with a holistic 
therapist, who explained the impact of anger and stress on the body. Each young 
person got the opportunity to pick a treatment and learnt about peer to peer 
massage... making it a blissful, relaxing and valuable weekend!!  
 
CRJI also worked closely with NI Alternatives in creating the West Belfast Youth 
Safety Partnership, this involved encouraging young people to take an active role 
within the community. The group advocated on raising awareness around the issue 
of homelessness and organised a barbeque event in the Welcome Centre, which was 
a great success and we were very proud of the initiative displayed by the group.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture shows members of the group helping at the event. 

 
 
 
Andrea McAuley – WAYS Manager 
 

 



Mediation and Community Support (MACS) 
 
2015 seen the MACS project resolve many issues and concerns through mediations 
and implementation of community support. This is due to working directly with each 
of our clients who have presented to our offices. Clients engaged in our CRJI process 
through the MACS project, may have had different reasons to seek support or help. 
Each presenting case would involve very different issues; neighbour disputes, anti-
community, threats, youth related, drug/alcohol misuse, domestic issues and crime. 
Many of those cases may have been referred in or walked in to our CRJI offices 
where Macs is delivered. The outcomes of all those cases dealt with in our offices, 
has proved the commitment and dedication of our experienced practitioners and 
staff members. We have worked directly on MACS cases, resulting in many families’ 
individuals,’ and communities, repair relationships or prevention of harm or in some 
cases possible death. 
 
Community support comes in all different levels depending on the client’s needs. As 
a restorative practitioner, I along with my colleagues within CRJI would be aware 
that each case is unique - with different elements of support presenting with clients 
during initial meetings. These meetings highlight when it is possible to work with a 
client or to suggest further outside help. CRJI refer to other professional agencies to 
deal with certain issues. For some, this is the start of repairing harm for those who 
may be in conflict - our support then can filter out to communities where neighbours 
can live together peacefully. 
 
I along with other Practitioners and Directors of CRJI worked extensively during 
weekends and after hours on mediations/cases. In one particular case this was 
crucial for families, extended families, friends and communities who had suffered 
and experienced the loss of young adults - lives been taken this had an impact on all.  
Support for those clients (both parties) and the community still continues today from 
CRJI and other professional agencies. The importance of sign posting to outside 
professional agencies enables clients to deal with difficult issues and the trauma they 
have endured.  Whilst not forgetting the necessary work from the Police as they 
continue to deal with such crimes and allow the legal process to be put in place. 
 
I along with my colleagues have facilitated many meetings over this past year 
involving clients, Housing Executive representatives, Housing providers, Community 
Neighbourhood Police Teams, community and other statutory agencies. Working in 
partnership has allowed working relationships to develop - a multi-agency approach 
is instrumental in getting the best results in resolutions and putting agreements in 
place.  
 
I would like to thank all of the people internally and externally whom I have come 
into contact with throughout this past year and look forward to working together in 
partnership 2016. 
 
Marie Hamill – MACS Work 

 



Outer West Belfast Family Support Hub 
CRJI was appointed Lead Body of the Outer West Belfast Family Support Hub, in May 
2015. There are 28 Family Support Hubs in the North of Ireland 10 of which are in 
the Belfast area of which this Hub is one. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Family support Hub brings together organisations that deliver services to 
children/young people (0-18) and their parents/carers The Lead Body coordinate and  
receives referrals etc.  The aim of the Hub is to connect families to services they  
require.  Referral agencies are GP's, Self, Community Organisations, Statutory  
Organisations, Health Visitors and Schools.  
 
Since May we have developed working relationships with Core and Associate 
Members in developing the structures, referral mechanisms etc.  We have held a  
series of meetings  and given presentations to  different organisations to provide  
Information on the purpose of the Hub. 
 
In January of this year the four West Belfast Hubs organised a Joint Launch in St 
Mary's teacher Training College.  This brought together all the key stakeholders who 
deliver Family Support Services in our areas. 
 
The Key partners in The Outer West Belfast Hub are BHSCT, EIS, CAMHS, Gateway, 
Health Visitor Teams, schools and of course our local services providers.   The body 
of work to date is a testament to the early work done in establishing the Hub.  
 
Gaps in provisions and merging trends of services being sought are beginning to 
surface.  This information will be provided to the West Belfast Locality Planning 
Group to help them in making future decisions around funding.  The four West 
Belfast Hubs have compiled all statistics and provided this to the Locality Planning 
Group.  This will enable collaborative working and create provision for a wider 
overview in terms of resources being attached to need. 
 
 I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has contributed to the 
Outer West Belfast Family Support Hub. 
 
Leontia McKenna – HUB Co-ordinator 

 
 



 
CRJI Newry Armagh Report 2015 

 
 
Newry / Armagh  
Co-ordinator 
Ewan Morgan, 
pictured left, 
with Debbie 
Watters Vice-
Chair of NIPB at 
Policing and 
Community Safety Partnership launch event in Belfast.       
Mayor of Newry, Mourne & Down Council Naomi Baile, (pictured 
above right) formally launches      CRJI’s ‘Good Policing – Your 

Entitlement’ Plan. 
 
Digging Deeper Project: 
 
CRJI Newry, the lead partner of this project, established an Advisory Group which 
includes representatives from all target areas.  The Group provides a forum for 
community reps to discuss relevant community issues, identify community needs 
and works to address them. 
 
Activities:  

 Youth Residential, Leisure Activity and themed workshops, 14 participants. 

 Policing in the Community conference, cross-community event. 

 ILM Level 3 Leadership & Management Training, 10 participants. 

 ILM Level 5 Leadership & Management Training, 3 participants. 

 Residential – Themed Workshops on Community Policing & Community 
Planning. 

 Site visits to Belfast Islamic Centre, Crumlin Road Gaol, Glasnevin Cemetery 
and the Boyne Visitors Centre in County Meath.  These were well attended by 
reps from the Community Associations and individuals from the target areas.  
The sites generated debate and discussion and an opportunity for people to 
break down intra community barriers and build community cohesion. 

 Level 3 ‘Education & Training’ Course, 2 participants. 

 Launch of ‘A Community Perspective towards Linking Local and Strategic 
Planning’. 

 Training in Governance & Fundraising, 22 participants. 

 Training in Media & Social Media, 22 participants. 

 Outdoor Leisure Activity (Laser Combat Training), 14 participants. 

 DVD produced, with reflections of Newry and CRJ’s community engagements. 

 End of Project event, 66 attendees. 

 Exhibition (An Exploration of Community through Art and Artefacts). 
       



 
PBNI / CRJI Joint Pilot Project:  

CRJI has participated in an innovative 9 
month, ARC funded, pilot project with 
PBNI.  To date the Newry office has been 
involved in or completed 47 referrals from 
Probation offices in Newry, Armagh and 
Portadown. Ewan Morgan and Harry 
Maguire made a recent presentation in 
East Belfast to DOJ Minister David Ford 
and PBNI Director Cheryl Lamont, on the 
success of the project.  
 
SAFER STRONGER COMMUNTIES PROJECT: 
The Safer Stronger Communities project goes from strength to strength and is 
hopeful of another years funding.  We continue to build / develop relationships 
within and between the nine neighbourhood renewal areas of Newry city and all 
relevant statutory agencies and housing associations. 
Fixing Things Programme: 
We have just completed an 8 week ‘Fixing Things’ schools programme with St. 
Malachy’s Primary 6 children in Martins 
Lane area.  The programme included 
input from statutory agencies and ex-
offenders. This was followed up by a one 
day workshop for parents and adults 
with leading Educational Psychologist Dr. 
Juilet Starbuck.  (Pictured) The SSC 
project also completed three separate 
intense workshops with Probation, PSNI 
and PCSP .  
 
Ewan Morgan – CRJI Newry 



Derry Regional Annual Report 2015 
  
Derry continues to receive funding from DSD.  This year the three area coordinators, 
in partnership, with a number of groups organized community festivals, including the 
Gasyard Feile, as Alternatives to Bonfires.  These events proved to be a very 
successful component of a wider initiative to deflect young people away from 
organizing bonfires.  This proved effective and thousands of people enjoyed the 
alcohol free events without incident.  Sean Collins, Triax Co-coordinator played a 
leading role, in partnership with a number of community groups, around the 
12th July, 12th August and Lundy’s Day marches and was the community point of 
contact with the police for these events.  This year, once again, the Marching Season 
was a peaceful one. 
 
We continue to reach, and in most cases exceed, our DSD targets. We have achieved: 
lock-out scheme, funded by PCSP, OCN RJ Training, OCN Child Protection, OCN 
Mediation Training for local residents, support for victims of crime, community 
safety and crime prevention initiatives and support for people with addiction issues.  
We continue to advise the PUL community who have set up a CRJ type project in 
their area.  
 
We have also, in partnership, worked on initiatives that have benefited thousands of 
people.  CRJ also have an excellent working relationship with all levels of the PSNI. 
We also have an excellent working relationship with NIHE and consistently work with 
their wardens.  Martin Connolly and I are still members of the PCSP. 
 

Mark Doherty, Chair, PSNI, NIHE, Council Wardens, SDLP and SF Councillors, Apex 
Housing, OW Family Support, Hub worker, Youth and Community workers. 
 



 
CRJ continue to play an instrumental role in Outer North, Outer West and Triax 
Community Safety Forums in the local neighbourhood areas. Sean Collins (CRJ) is 
Chair of the Triax Community Safety Team, Martin Connolly (CRJ) Chairs Outer North 
Neighbourhood Safety Team and Mark Doherty (CRJ) Chairs OW Neighbourhood 
Safety Team. CRJ is also a member of the Waterside Community Safety Initiative and 
we advise on how to handle anti-community issues and we also take referrals from 
them. 
 
I continue to Chair the local SIF Steering Group and we received an allocation of £9.5 
million from OFMDFM to deliver three Elements, Community Work Programme, 
Pitch and Play, of our Action Plan. The Community Work Programme is primarily 
directed at young people aged 16-24 not in education, training and employment. 
There will be a minimum of 100 on the scheme and they will be placed with an 
employer, chosen based on the participant's skills, for two years and training will be 
provided throughout their employment tailored to their needs.  The Play Element 
consists of four play facilities, including two pitches, changing rooms and a £100.000 
refurbishment to one of the existing centres.  The Pitches’ Element will be made up 
of two pitches and a new community building incorporating a changing pavilion. 
 
Finally I would like to thank, on behalf of the staff, our Management Committee for 
their support and guidance throughout the past year and a special thank you to all 
the volunteers for all their work. 
 

Nadine Coyle drawing out the winning ticket in the North West Community 
Motorcycle Project Christmas Draw. 

 
 
 
 
 
Noel McCartney – CRJI Derry 



Falls CRJI Report 2015 
 
Throughout 2015 Falls CRJI continued to take a multi-agency approach to addressing 
all issues and striving towards successfully resolving disputes and disagreements 
within the wider community.   
 
For the 2015 period Falls CRJI dealt with in excess of 135 cases ranging from 
neighbourhood disputes, threats, harassment, community concerns to youth related 
issues. 
 
Falls CRJI continue to focus on community safety in hotspot areas were anti-social 
behaviour takes place on a regular basis. During 2015 Falls CRJI facilitated a number 
of meetings between various statutory bodies and community representatives. 
These have included neighbourhood policing team officers, Belfast City Council, NI 
Housing Executive and other housing providers, some of the issues addressed were; 
 

 Youth related ASB 

 Drug and alcohol misuse  

 Criminal damage / vandalism  
 
With regards to community safety CRJI also attended the West Belfast District 
Policing Community Safety Partnership Conference which was held in Farset 
International.  This was attended by a number of community and statutory bodies, 
such as the PSNI, NIHE, Probation and Social Services. CRJI also continue to work in 
partnership with a vast number of community and statutory organizations. In 2015 
CRJI met with NI Alternatives and the PSNI, this was in relation to continuing to build 
our working partnership. 
 
Currently the Falls CRJI Coordinator sits on the GFCSF (Greater Falls Community 
Safety Forum). The GFCSF helps deal with issues impacting on the community.  This 
year we also became a core member of the Greater Falls Family Support Hub. The 
Family Support Hub brings together organizations that deliver services to children 
and young people.  
 
Falls CRJI continue to seek out training both accredited and non-accredited to better 
equip staff and practitioners. This is to give the practitioners a greater understanding 
of the multiple complex issues that are presented to them on a daily basis by 
members of the community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In 2015 staff and practitioners availed of training in the following areas: 
 

- Level 5 Diploma CBT (Cognitive Behavioural Therapy) 
- ASIST / Child Protection Training  
- Suicide & Manipulation Training  
- Designated Officer Training (NICVA) 
- 7 Habits (Intervention training) 
- OCN Level 2 Community Drugs & Alcohol training 
- Skills for Justice Level 4 Diploma in Restorative Practices 

 
Currently three practitioners are working towards completing their Level 3 in 
Restorative Practices. Two staff are in the process of completing their Level 4 in 
Management and Leadership skills. A number of CRJI practitioners also attended the 
‘Self Harm and the Family Carer Conference’. 
 
Falls CRJI continue to promote CRJI’s aims and objectives by giving a number of 
presentations on the services we provide. We have also given a number of 
interviews to university students/interns on restorative practices, the  work we do 
and the positive impact CRJI has on our community.  
 
Finally, I would like to commend the Staff / Volunteer Practitioners for their 
commitment and dedication to the work they carried out in 2015 in striving to make 
the community we live in a better place for all.  
 
 

 
Falls CRJI Staff and Practitioners attending in house training  
 
Tommy Farrell - Co-ordinator - Falls CRJI Office 
 



North Belfast CRJI 2015 Report 
 
Over the course of 2015 we have dealt with 134 new cases involving in 
excess of 600 local people. CRJI has built strong relationships across the 
voluntary and statutory sectors, we are ideally placed to advocate on behalf of our 
community. Our working relationships are based on the professionalism which 
characterises our day-to-day work and the clear benefits we bring to the community 
in north Belfast. The last twelve months have seen CRJI conducting mediations with 
police in assisting victims of crime and local residents impacted by party-houses and 
violence on their streets. Both agencies have also worked well together to increase 
protection of young people identified as at risk.  
North Belfast is certainly not immune to the devastation caused by the abuse of 
drugs, working throughout the year to ensure that all information about the illegal 
and harmful drug trade is communicated and we have complemented this system 
through meetings with senior police to guide a proactive time-limited police-
community initiative that was successful in taking drugs and those who peddle them 
off our streets. 
Management of the local multi-agency structures means we are pivotal in bringing 
the statutory, voluntary and community sectors together with residents to address 
local issues impacting people’s lives.  CRJI acts as the primary conduit between our 
people and the host of agencies with a remit to deliver services to them.  Fortnightly 
multi-agency meetings have provided a regular platform for residents to access an 
entire range of agencies/organisations required to resolve the complex needs 
presented by the community.  Over the last year, eighty-two issues raised by 
residents were brought directly to the relevant statutory and voluntary organisations 
via and resolved by multi-agency meetings. A level of interaction that would simply 
not be possible without the presence of CRJI in north Belfast. In the course of the last 
twelve months; residents' groups, local elected representatives, housing providers 
and police have all requested CRJI trained mediators to resolve issues they recognise 
they themselves are not best placed to address. Furthermore,  we signed a Service 
Level Agreement with Newington Housing Association to deliver mediation services 
to their tenants. We mediated disputes between members of partner voluntary 
organisations in this part of Belfast. We mediated between residents to forestall 
police involvement in local conflicts and utilised our restorative ethos and practice to 
support families newly arrived in Belfast from other countries. In last year's report I 
expressed a hope that we would build on our work to support immigrants and 
families newly arrived in our country and our community. It is very satisfactory to us 
that this hope has been realised and CRJI has worked with individuals, families and 
referrals from Migrant Centre NI. We have conducted home visits to meet 
newcomers and victims of hate crime; liaised with police housing providers and 
Council on their behalf and mediated on their behalf with the local community. 
In a CRJI office you never know what's coming from one day to the next. We have no 
control of what issues residents or partner organisations will present to us. It 
continues to be a source of pride that the team in north Belfast can draw on their 
experience gained over the last six years to play such a positive role across the north 
of the city.  
Garrett Gorman – Co-ordinator – North Belfast CRJI Office 



South & East Belfast – Annual Report 2015 

 
This year has been a very challenging, yet a successful year for CRJI in 
the South and East of the city. While welcoming new challenges we had 
to continually stretch ourselves to deliver a bespoke service to our 
clients, tailored to their individual need through restorative practices.  It is clear that 
restorative practices are needed in all aspects of our community’s lives if we are to 
build a restorative justice community that is tolerant responsive and inclusive 
enabling individuals, families and the whole community to buy into this concept 
through a process of empowerment. 
 
Perhaps the greatest challenge experienced by CRJI in this or any other year  in the 
South and East of the city were the two brutal murders which occurred in May and 
August of 2015 and which nearly brought down the legislative assembly, but more 
importantly left two families totally devastated and in despair.  This also had a ripple 
effect which reached and touched the Market and Short Strand communities 
manifesting itself in fear and suspicion which was almost palpable.  Rumour and 
counter rumour became the order of the day which in turn helped perpetuate the 
conditions that allowed this fear and suspicion to grow.  
 
CRJI worked closely with some family members offering help, support and also 
liaising with senior members of the PSNI on their behalf. CRJI also arranged meetings 
with the PSNI so their fears and concerns could be heard directly at a senior level. 
CRJI also offered support, help and advice to numerous residents during this period, 
dealing only in facts and not hearsay, thus bringing a sense of calm to a situation that 
had the potential to spiral out of control.  CRJI remain committed to help in any 
capacity and have informed all who has been in contact with us, that we are only a 
phone call away day or night if they need to contact us.In the early part of the year 
CRJI were funded by the DPCSP to be the head partner in the development of the 
Market Multi Agency Group delivering the principles underpinning the Community 
Safety Action Plan for the area 2015.  This project turned out to be a major success 
not just for CRJI and partners within the Market Multi agency group but the whole 
Market community.   
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Helm Housing for allowing us the use of 
their premises during the course of this project which was invaluable and all the 
other disparate groupings within the Market community, without their participation 
this project could not have moved forward. It illustrated the benefits of the local 
community working in partnership with the statutory agencies to deliver the 
identified needs of the area creating more cohesion and empowerment. 
 
In conclusion I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone within CRJI for 
all their help and support throughout the year and look forward to the upcoming 
year and whatever challenges it brings. 
 
 
Hugh McComb - South & East Coordinator 



Colin Area CRJI 2015 Report 
 
Colin Community Restorative Justice during 2015 has continued to work effectively 
within the Colin Area to deliver our restorative processes to clients either presenting 
or referred to our office. The annual total of new cases this year is 300. These 
statistics demonstrate the need for CRJI in our community as all of the 862 clients 
involved in our processes are local residents living in the Colin Area.  
 
We have covered a range of issues from neighbourhood disputes, under threats, 
domestic and family issues, youth related, vulnerable adults, suicides/interventions 
murder, arson, criminal damage, harassment and intimidation.  By collectively 
working in partnership with all agencies we ensure that all feel supported and this 
impacts positively. Communication between all helps to address all issues 
presenting. CRJ staff  are contactable at all times, as we feel  this is  important within 
crisis intervention, offering advice, help and support and helps to prevent issues 
from escalating. All of our staff and practitioners   are highly trained to facilitate 
mediations, having completed an OCN level 2 in restorative practices to a diploma or 
postgraduate certificate in restorative practices, with A & M Communications.  

                                    
 
 
Colin Office suffered significant fire damage to office on 25th January 2015 and due 
to the determination and dedication of Colin staff our office was reopened on the 2nd 
February 2015 with little disruption to our clients. 
 
Colin CRJI office was relocated to our new building in September 2015. The overall 
footfall from the relocation to new premises as predicated has increased 
significantly, to date and numbers have and are increasing further. I would like to 
take this opportunity to say a special thank you to Colin Neighbourhood Partnership 
for their contribution towards the cost of the Colin CRJI new premises and also to 
Fold Housing Association.  
 
CRJI Colin has sustained the good working partnerships with community, statutory 
and voluntary agencies, Colin Neighbourhood Partnership, Northern Ireland Housing 
Executive, Housing Associations, Social Services, Base 2, PSNI, Footprints Women 
Centre - all collectively working together in partnerships to address all of the issues 
raised by the Colin Community to ensure our Community is a safer place to live.  
 



 
Community Restorative Justice Ireland is represented on a number of forums in the 
Colin Area including Domestic Violence subgroup, Community Safety Subgroup and 
Suicide Prevention Task group. As CRJI’S objective is to encourage and promote 
inclusion for all in the Colin area. We will work and continue to attend and support 
community events in the Colin each year to represent CRJ. The Colin In Bloom 
project, Community safety event in dairy farm, and also in March 2015 renewed and 
updated on Safe Place training with ONUS   and are currently in the process of   
working towards achieving Silver Award. The Colin Area is now registered as the first 
recognised Safe Place Community. I am proud of this achievement as representative 
of CRJI on the Domestic Violence Forum in the Colin Area.   
 
Circle of hope event highlighting issues of domestic violence .These balloons were 
released  at the event to represent the number of deaths of women due to Domestic 
Violence over the last 10 years. 

 

 
 
 
In December 2015, after escalation in ASB -  CRJI staff agreed to keep our offices 
open on Friday and Saturday evenings until 10.30pm, for a  fortnight.  Our aim in 
supporting this projects/ initiatives  increases community confidence and awareness 
of social issues, and  offers  alternatives promoting restorative options to reduce 
incidents for  all of those affected by issues within the community. 
 
Based on identified needs that presented to our office on the run up to Christmas, 
CRJI practitioners developed (CASP) Community Additional Support Project, in 
correlation with a number of agencies voluntary and statutory, 12 families were 
identified and 37 people benefited from this project. I attended the ‘Made Off 
Money Scheme’ offered to clients for debt management organised by Clanmill 
Housing facilitated by Housing rights, to support vulnerable clients.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the staff in Colin office for their 
continued support throughout 2015, and a very special thank you, to our volunteer 
practitioners who have given us and the community so much of their time you are all 
an invaluable asset to the Colin team. 
 
 
Jane Young - Project Coordinator Colin Office 
 
 



Greater Andersonstown CRJI 2015 Report 
 
 

CRJI Greater Andersonstown has had another busy year and myself 
and our volunteers have continued to work in unison with our 
statutory, voluntary and community partners to find solutions to 
issues faced by our communities.  Our working partnerships include 
the Housing Executive, housing providers, PSNI, Crime Prevention 
Team, Resident's Associations, Colinglen Trust, SLIG, Falls Community 
Council, Lenadoon Counselling Services, Social Services, WBPCSP, 

Lenadoon Woman’s Group, Safer Neighbourhood Project, Belfast City Council, 
Northern Ireland Fire and Rescue, PBNI, the Society of St Vincent de Paul, Good 
Morning West Belfast, Footprints and Women's Aid.  
 
During 2015 this office has helped over 3,300 people with issues such as anti-
community behaviour, drug & alcohol abuse, extortion, assault, hate crime, 
neighbour disputes, assaults within the home, sexual violence, mental health, car 
crime, family disputes, threats and abuse, threats to kill, theft and crimes against our 
senior community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the core of our work is our mediation service, we have assisted individuals and 
groups with issues that are affecting their lives, offering a solution through dialogue 
and helping them to  put agreements in place. The feedback that we receive from 
our clients reinforces the message that mediation facilitated by trained practitioners 
is the best way forward to find a resolution to conflict and harm.  
 
As Vice Chair of the Upper Falls Community Safety Forum I am seeing first-hand the 
excellent work that is being carried out by all our members. I continue to sit on the 
Andersonstown Neighbourhood Partnership and the West Belfast Policing & 
Community Safety Partnership where CRJI continues to play a key role in the 
organisation and operation of community safety initiatives in the Upper Falls area.  
We have held many key events including the Belfast City Council Christmas Safety 
Campaign, the Upper Falls Halloween Safety Campaign and our Family Safety Day 
which was held in the Clanmil Caffrey development on the Glen Road.  Through this 
collaborative working partnership CRJI helps to develop a community confident in 
the agencies that serve them.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of the highlights for me this year has been our Youth Together Programme 
where we aimed to reach 200+ local youths when in fact we reached 600+, a great 
programme illustrating an excellent partnership team with Belfast City Council, 
Colinglen Trust, West Belfast Area Planning, and PSNI.  Other highlights have been 
the successful intervention of our mediation team, we feel privileged to assist 
families, individuals and groups as they face head on the issues that have caused 
them so much harm, and it is very rewarding to witness the outcomes of their hard 
work. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The issues faced by our communities certainly have been very challenging this year 
and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our staff, volunteers and our 
voluntary, community and statutory partners for their continued commitment and 
dedication.    
 
   
Paula Kerr 
Co-ordinator Greater Andersonstown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CRJI - Case Statistics - January 2015 to December 2015 
 

 
 

 
Case Category   No: 

Cases 
  % 

Abuse/Mental/Sexual/Verbal  38   2 
Advice/Support/Suicide Intervention 230   14 
Alcohol/Drug   34   2 
Anti-Community Behaviour  64   4 
Assault    19   1 
Community 
Concerns 

  143   9 

Disputes    51   3 
Ethnic Groups   7   1 
Family/Domestic   34   2 
Harassment/Threats/Intimida
tion 

 129   8 

Landlord/Tenant   89   5 
Licensed Premises   9   1 
Neighbourhood Disputes  159   10 
Probatio
n 

   17   1 

Reintegration   4   1 
Slander/Allegations   13   1 
Theft/Burglary/Robbery  21   1 
Under Threat   211   13 
Vandalism/Criminal Damage  35   2 
Vulnerable Adults/Children  46   3 
Youth Related   263   16 
Total    1616   100 
 



This report will give statistical information on the Case Work carried out by the Community 
Restorative Justice Ireland – this report is drawn up from the data provided from the 
following CRJI Offices: Central, Derry & Newry/South Armagh Regions, Falls, North Belfast, 
South & East Belfast, Colin and the Greater Andersonstown areas. This report is for the 
period January 2015 to December 2015 and the data is based on the Closed Cases.  
 
Between January 2015 and December 2015 the CRJI Offices worked on a total of 1616 Cases. 
These cases range from ‘Youth Related’ to ‘Advice/Support/Suicide Intervention’ Cases – 
both of which were the most common category of cases - totalling of 493 (30%) of the case 
load.  
 

 Of the 1616 closed cases, 8056 people were directly involved as participants. The 

average number of participants in each case was 5.  

 Outside Agencies such as the PSNI, YJA, NIHE, PBNI, Prison Service, Social Services, 

Voluntary and Community Groups etc were involved in some capacity in working 

1657 times on the 1616 Cases.  

 A total of 7932 Volunteer Practitioner hours were spent in working the 1616 Cases 

between January 2015 and December 2015. 

For the period of January 2015 to December 2015 - of the 1616 closed cases 1182 (73%) 

were resolved and 95 (6%) were unresolved. The reasons for the 95 (100%) unresolved:  

1. Agreement Not Reached (ANR) – Client(s) could not reach a mutual agreement – 9 

(9%) 

2. Breaking of Agreement (BOA) – Client(s) unable to follow through on agreement – 1 

(1%) 

3. Legal Route Already Taken (Legal) - Legal Route Already Taken – 2 (2%) 

4. Misconception of CRJI Role (MO CRJI) – Client unaware of CRJI process – 1 (1%) 

5. No Contact Details (NCD) -Client has no contact details to contact other party – 3 

(3%) 

6. No Follow up - client did not get back to CRJI – 35 (36%) 

7. Non Participation (NP) - Client(s) preferred not to use restorative practices – 43 

(45%) 

8. Outside Remit (OR) - Issues requiring specific support – 1 (%) 

 

 For the period of January 2015 to December 2015 - of the 1616 closed cases 665 

(41%) mediations took place.  

  705 (44%) of the closed cases were self-referrals and 494 (30%) of the closed cases 

were referred out. These were referred to agencies such as other CRJI Offices, PSNI, 

NIHE etc. Reasons for a case being referred out can be due to legal, geographical 

reasons or cases that deal with specific issues.  

 

 
Kate Pickering – Senior Management Team 



Community Restorative Justice Ireland 

Financial Statement for the year ended 31st March 2015 
 
Like most community organisations, in a period of uncertainty regarding funding – 
CRJI continue to submit applications to secure funding to provide our range of 
services to our clients. We hope that we secure funding for the period 2016/17 
through the applications we have submitted, monitoring of our work and our 
successes in 2015. Our working partnerships are vital and we would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all funders/stakeholders for their support and investing in the 
work and ethos of CRJI. 

 
CRJ Ireland Financial Report for year ended 31.03.2015 

  
        Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31.03.2015 

  Incoming Resources 
£s A B C D E F 

  
B/fwd Rec'd Owed Pre Paid Totals Totals 

  
13/14 14/15 14/15 15/16 31.03.15 31.03.14 

Housing executive 29929 92180 
 

39700 82409 139019 
NIH & SSEB 

    
0 11642 

Project Funding 7187 29580 
 

5103 31664 -2977 
Lottery funding 

     
26950 

Awards for all 
     

1219 
BHSCT 

 
6734 

   
6734 6786 

Interest 
  

95 
  

95 133 
PBNI 

  
43000 

 
-1 43001 51250 

DOJ 
  

48885 
  

48885 50000 
DSD 

 
83547 207182 

  
290729 128382 

RHACCS 
  

30000 
 

103 29897 
 AP 

    
3259 -3259 58359 

Training 
     

0 7298 
DPM payments 

 
22650 

  
22650 

 BCC 
 

645 17976 9200 492 27329 19604 
Airtricity 

     
0 577 

Rent  
  

4118 
  

4118 0 
General 

 
2055 1375 

 
782 2648 0 

Donations 
  

1500 
  

1500 0 
N McMahon 

     
1029 

Closure of a/c AT 
office 70 

  
70 0 0 

Sundry 
  

1454 
  

1454 626 
Closure of a/c colin 
office 3061 

  
1100 1961 0 

Other income 2958 6950 
 

-17 9925 0 

        Totals 
 

136186 506945 9200 50592 601739 499897 

        



 
 

 
CRJ Ireland Financial Report for year ended 
31.03.2015 

 £s £s 

        
Total Income     601739 499897 
Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31.03.2015   

      31.03.15 31.03.14 
Operating Costs     Totals Totals 

        
Salaries      315826 381269 
Rent      42029 47115 
Stationery      10376 15422 
Telephones/Internet     10113 10517 
Insurance      3061 6228 
Heat & light     6626 10898 
Projects costs     37896 802 
Training costs     12773 3659 
Adverts/Marketing     1121 595 
Maintenance     3957 0 
Fees/Consultancy     48189 54494 
Derry grant      0 15158 
Volunteer expenses     0 2947 
Audit fee      2805 2805 
Bank charges     0 203 
Depreciation     8746 11659 
IT costs      60 0 
Sundry expenses     1536 6965 
Total Costs     505114 570736 

        
        

Surplus for year     96625 -70839 

        
 

 
 
A full Financial Statement for the year ended 31st March 2015 is available from CRJI 

Central Office and has been registered with Companies House. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Kate Pickering – Senior Management Team 



 


